
 
 

Azimut Yachts 38 – flybridge Collection - 

 

Gateway to motoryachting. 
 

It is not the length of a yacht that makes it special but its ability to meet the 
needs of its yachtsman and it is for this very reason that the Azimut 38 has 

been created. It is a boat that is extremely easy to handle, environmentally 
friendly, easy to maintain and, at the same time, conveys the style, elegance 

and comfort that distinguish an Azimut yacht. 
 

We are talking about liveability which is guaranteed at maximum level by 
space distribution that makes use of every centimetre. A careful study of the 

layout and full CAD design have helped to optimise the functionality of every 

single detail ranging from the flybridge - with a sun pad and sofa area with 
table - to numerous storage areas in various parts of the yacht such as the 

spacious wardrobes in the master cabin and the special area for storing the 
cockpit seats. In the dinette on the main deck, a careful study of the layout 

has guaranteed maximum liveability even when an extra bed inside the sofa is 
pulled out for guests when needed. 

We are talking about the ease of use that comes from a series of solutions 
designed for effortlessness control of the equipment including the Easy 

Docking joystick to assist with mooring. 
We are also talking about measures to reduce environmental impact ranging 

from the use a lighting system with  new generation low energy consumption 
high-power LEDs, thermostatic mixers applied upstream of the system for 

immediate distribution of hot water to avoid wasting energy to the simplest of 
ideas like the use of a carefully concealed hatchway to create natural 

ventilation for the living area. 

 
For all these reasons, when you think of a 12 metre yacht that can offer the 

maximum by using the minimum, an Azimut 38 naturally comes to mind. 
 

Interior styling and concept 
Large glass windows open onto the main deck and below deck where the 

master cabin has side windows as well as the hatch whereas the VIP cabin, in 
the centre of the boat, looks out onto the sea through two scenic windows. 

The decor gives an idea of freshness with predominantly light colours and 
natural fabrics. Pickled oak, leather and steel feature in every area. There are 

Vetrofreddo® washbasins and teak flooring in the two bathrooms. 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Technical Specs. AZIMUT YACHTS 38 
 
 

Description  

Length overall 
(incl. pulpit) 

12 m (39' 37'') 

Hull length 
(incl. platform) 

11,8 m (38' 71'') 

Beam max 4.0 m (13' 44'') 

Beam  
(at main section) 

3,86 m (12' 53'') 

Displacement 
(at full load)** 

12,4 t (27337 Lb) 

Engines - transmission 
2 x 355 mHP (265 kW) 

Cummins QSB 5.9 - Vdrive 
 

Maximum speed 
(at half load) 

32 

Cruising speed 
(at half load) 

26 

Fuel capacity 1100 l (290 US gls) 

Water capacity 400 l (103 US gls) 

Holding tank capacity 103 l (27 US gls) 

Grey water capacity 40 l (10,5 US gls) 

Cabins 2 

Berths 4 + (1 divano salone) 

Head compartments 2 

Building material VTR 

Keel  
V-shape with angle 
 of deadrise 17,9° aft 

Exterior styling & concept Stefano Righini 

Interior Designer Carlo Galeazzi 

Builder Azimut Yachts     

   
 


